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Abstract
In order to analyze software systems, it is necessary to model them. Static software models are commonly imported
by parsing source code and related data. Unfortunately, building custom parsers for most programming languages is
a non-trivial endeavour. This poses a major bottleneck for analyzing software systems programmed in languages for
which importers do not already exist. Luckily, initial software models do not require detailed parsers, so it is possible
to start analysis with a coarse-grained importer, which is then gradually refined. In this paper we propose an approach
to “agile modeling” that exploits island grammars to extract initial coarse-grained models, parser combinators to
enable gradual refinement of model importers, and various heuristics to recognize language structure, keywords and
other language artifacts.
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1. Introduction
It is widely accepted that software developers spend more time reading code than writing it [1]. Reading code not
only promotes program comprehension, but helps developers understand the impact of their changes on the existing
system. Nevertheless there are numerous questions developers ask that cannot simply be answered by reading code,
such as “which code implements this feature?”, or “what is the impact of this change?”, and for which dedicated
analyses are needed [2, 3].
Dedicated platforms exist to model and analyze software systems, such as Moose [4] and Rascal [5]. A prerequisite
for using such tools, however, is that a model importer exist for the programming language (or languages) in which
the system is developed.
Our goal is to be able to build the model of a software system in the morning, and analyze it in the afternoon.
Unfortunately implementing an importer for a new language is a non-trivial task that may entail several person-months
of effort. Adapting an existing parser for the host language is often not an option, especially for legacy languages.
By “agile modeling” we refer to the ability to quickly build a model of a software system suitable for both initial
analysis and incremental refinement. We believe this is feasible for the following reasons:
— Many analyses do not require an accurate, fine-grained model. An approximate, coarse-grained parser may
suffice initially, and can be incrementally refined as needed.




































— Most programming languages share features with other languages, such as control structures, programming
abstractions, commenting conventions, indentation and so on. Such features could be semi-automatically rec-
ognized and used to compose parsers from reusable parts.
— In any given project, a considerable quantity of existing code is available as “training data” for iteratively and
incrementally constructing a suitable parser. Examples can be used to infer grammar rules, and further examples
can be used to test and refine these rules.
— Knowledgeable developers are available to guide the training process.
The fact that models do not need to be precise for many analyses suggests that it should be possible to develop
importers more quickly than precise parsers. The fact that programming languages have many similarities suggests
that heuristics can help in composing parsers. The fact that considerable code and expertise are available suggests that
these can be exploited to iteratively and incrementally refine model importers.
Agile modeling trades time for precision. Parsers constructed by our methods are not complete and they can
misinterpret a source code. Although we believe that incremental refinement can lead to complete parsers, we have
no proof for this so far. Moreover, models are constructed based on static analysis so that they can miss information
available only at run time.
In section 2 we introduce selected related work. In section 3 we summarize our previous efforts to enable agile
modeling for Moose. In section 4 we present some early results of our research into exploiting island grammars to in-
crementally refine model importers, semi-automatically recognizing keywords in unknown languages, and exploiting
indentation to recognize structure. We conclude in section 5 with some remarks on future work.
2. Related Work
The problem of developing a parser for an existing programming language is related to the field of “grammar in-
duction” (or “grammar inference”). Most of this work, however, has focused on applying machine learning techniques
to regular grammars and deterministic finite automata, not software modeling [6].
La¨mmel and Verhoef have reported considerable success in scavenging grammars for existing languages from
documentation and other sources [7]. Nevertheless, with their approach it can still take several weeks to construct
a full grammar for a language as complex as COBOL. Kraft et al. have successfully used a similar approach to
recovering grammars by analyzing the parse trees generated by the parser itself [8].
Language workbenches consist of sets of tools for developing compilers, translators, interpreters and analyzers
for various languages. Stratego1 and Xtext2 are well-known examples. Some of these workbenches are based on
scannerless parsers [9], which eliminate the need for a separate lexical pass, thus making it easier to cope with
multi-language code without a consistent set of tokens.
Parser combinators [10] and parsing expression grammars (PEGs) [11] offer means to compose parsers from
reusable parts. Island grammars [12] consist of a technique to develop robust parsers that distinguish parts of interest
(i.e., the “islands”) from the rest (i.e., the “water”). This technique is especially relevant to software modeling, where
a fine-grained parser may not be needed for many analyses.
Finally, it may be possible to extract useful information from source files without building a parser at all. Hindle
et al., for example, have shown that indentation can be used as a reliable proxy for structure and thus for complexity
in source code [13].
3. Experience with Moose
Moose3 [4] is a platform for data and software analysis that provides numerous services for querying, navigating,





of a Java Enterprise application. A system complexity view is automatically generated, showing the class hierarchy
with selected metrics being directly mapped to the visualization. The visualization is also interactive, enabling further
navigation to individual entities and their properties.
Figure 1: The Moose Finder
Models are imported into Moose with the help of importers that parse source code and generate MSE (Moose
Exchange format) files. Numerous importers exist for established languages like Java and C++, but developing a
new importer can be a major undertaking. Development of importers for languages as diverse as PHP and PL/1 have
consumed many person-months of effort.
We have explored various approaches to speed up this process, which we will briefly summarize here.
3.1. Parsing by Example
CodeSnooper [14] is a tool that attempts to generate a parser automatically from example mappings from source
code fragments to model elements. The developer is presented with a source code browser, and is asked to indicate
where in the source model elements such as class names and methods names occur. The tool then infers an island
grammar from these examples, and attempts to parse as much code as possible. Where the tool fails to parse code, it
prompts the user for further examples, and the process repeats.
Although the results were promising, there were numerous technical obstacles that prevented the approach from
being practical. CodeSnooper was built on top of an LALR parser generator. We believe that parsing-by-example
approach should produce better results when generating parsers from PEGs, since PEGs are both unambiguous and
composable.
3.2. Recycling Trees
A very different approach is to avoid generating a parser altogether. One approach we have previously explored
was the possibility to recycle and transform parse trees produced by other tools directly into models [15].
The key difficulty encountered was that the parse tree implementations in different modern IDEs (like Eclipse,
NetBeans and Selenium) varied considerably, making it impractical to automatically recognize and process them. It
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is an open question whether a more clever technique would improve the situation (for example, searching for source
code strings in memory to identify the AST nodes).
3.3. Evolutionary Grammar Generation
A third approach of evolutionary grammar generation is reminiscent of the machine learning approaches used in
the grammar induction community. Here we randomly generate populations of PEGs, select the fittest individuals,
generate a new population using mutation and crossover operators, and we iterate [16].
Unfortunately this approach is extremely slow and costly, and yields only modest results for even simple lan-
guages. We expect that the approach could be considerably improved by exploiting the fact that real programming
languages are not random but have similar features.
3.4. Helvetia and PetitParser
We have also worked on the development of language workbenches. PetitParser is a framework for developing
PEGs in Smalltalk. Helvetia [17] is a language workbench built on top of PetitParser, and designed to extend a host
language with new, embedded DSLs in such a way that the development tools of the host language can easily be
adapted to the new embedded languages.
We are currently working on extending PetitParser to better support the process of incrementally refining a parser
for a given language with the help of island grammars.
4. Agile Modeling
Agile modeling is one of the tracks in a research project on “Agile Software Assessment”4. The project aims
to offer software developers effective tools and techniques to model, analyze and assess complex software systems
within the broader context of an evolving software ecosystem.
The agile modeling track focuses on the problem of quickly constructing a software model for a previously un-
known software system for which a model importer does not already exist. Particular challenges include the fact
the software may be written in a dialect of an existing language, may consist of heterogeneous code written in mul-
tiple languages, may include home-grown DSLs or scripting languages, may include other relevant data sources or
configuration files, and parsers for the various languages may not be readily available.
Generating models from source code is, however, fundamentally different from constructing a conventional parser
for a compiler or interpreter. These differences lead us to believe that “agile modeling” is feasible for the following
reasons:
— Precise parsing is not needed: initial analyses typically don’t require precise information. For example, the
class and method hierarchy is often used to obtain an initial understanding of a system. Island grammars can
be used to obtain coarse models.
— More details may be needed over time: models can be incrementally and iteratively refined. Composable
grammars built using PEGs can enable incremental refinement of model importers.
— Most programming languages belong to a group of similar languages: most languages reuse syntactic and se-
mantic notions from other languages. Heuristics (based on e.g., indentation, word frequency, common program-
ming language vocabulary) should help to identify common language constructs in an “unknown” language.
— A substantial code base already exists: the code to be analyzed offers a rich set of data. Examples can be
exploited to infer grammar rules using heuristics already mentioned.
— Experts are readily available: developers and domain experts can help in the process of refining model im-
porters. Semi-automated refinement of model importers can exploit expert knowledge by asking them to inter-
vene just when importers fail, as outlined earlier in the “parsing by example” approach.
In this section we outline some of our initial results in pursuing these ideas.
4http://scg.unibe.ch/asa
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4.1. Island parsing with robust water
An island grammar focuses on the parts of interest (islands) and skips parsing of unimportant parts (water). We
propose to exploit island grammars to build coarse-grained parsers that can extract high-level information from source
code (e.g., class names, methods and instance variables) without needing to understand the source code in detail (e.g.,
we might not care about the details of method bodies). This coarse-grained grammar can later be incrementally refined
and extended to capture more detail. Unfortunately we encountered some difficulties in using island grammars due to
conflicts between the rules for water and islands. We now outline these problems and the solutions we have developed.
The simplest implementation of an island grammar could be described as skip everything until you find what you
are looking for. This is analogous to a regular expression such as “.*xxx” that eagerly gobbles up everything until it
finds xxx. To illustrate the problem, consider the source code in Listing 1 from which we would like to extract all the
methods of a class. A parser using the skip everything approach does not consider the borders between classes and
therefore it incorrectly identifies getColor, and getRadius methods as members of the Shape class.
class Shape
Color co l o r
method getColor
return co lo r
end
endclass
class C i r c l e extends Shape





Listing 1: A naive island grammar incorrectly identifies getRadius as a method of Shape
A solution for this problem is to extend islands with a new parameter, a terminator, that specifies when to stop
parsing. In our example (Listing 1), the terminator would be endclass. This ensures that the island will not cross the
border of a class. Unfortunately, this approach does not work well with parser combinators, well-structured, modular
and easily maintainable building blocks for creating parsers as a graph of composable objects.
When we extended our parsers with the terminator parameter, we bound our parsers to a particular grammar. To
illustrate, consider the parser in Listing 2 where we defined a methodIsland with the terminator parameter bound to
endclass. But the methodIsland is no longer a parser combinator, because it cannot be reused in other grammars, for
example in grammars where a class body is bound between { and } — this parser can be used only in the grammars
with the endclass terminator.
<methodIsland> → method < i d e n t i f i e r >
<body>
end
<methodIsland> t e rm ina to r → endclass
Listing 2: Definition of method island
Therefore we focused on an automatic computation of the terminator parameter by analyzing the context in which
an island parser is used. A standard parser combinator graph has links from parents to its children. We have extended
the parser combinators with the information about the root parser. Knowing about the root parser, the island parser
can access its surrounding via child links. When the island parser is supposed to search for an island, it analyzes in
which context the island is used, it finds the parsers that are supposed to follow the island and it sets the terminator to
these parsers. When the island is later re-used in a different graph of objects, the root parser is different and therefore
the terminator is updated.
In the end, we are able to define an island parser for a method as follows:
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<methodIsland> → method < i d e n t i f i e r >
<body>
end
Listing 3: Method island without the terminator parameter specified
When the method island is used in both classDef island grammar rules from Listing 4, the terminator will be auto-
matically computed for each of the use cases of methodIsland. This way, we can reuse the same method island in
different grammars and the properties of parser combinators are preserved.
<classDef> → class < i d e n t i f i e r > {
<methodIsland>?
}
<classDef> → class < i d e n t i f i e r >
<methodIsland>?
endclass
Listing 4: Method island used in two different grammars
4.2. Indentation parsing with PetitParser
PEGs are not able to parse layout-sensitive languages such as Python or Haskell [11]. A Python scanner uses
leading whitespaces at the beginning of a logical line to compute an indentation level. Depending on indentation level
and additional stack structure, the INDENT and DEDENT tokens are generated. Haskell uses a special stage between
the scanning and parsing phases to implement language’s layout-sensitive features. The problem of parsing layout-
sensitive languages was addressed by Erdweg who proposed declarative specifications of layout sensitive languages,
integrated the necessary rules into the SDF (Syntax Definition Formalism) and implemented a generalized LR parser
[18].
In our research, we focused on extending the PetitParser framework with support for indentation. We have imple-
mented indent and dedent parser combinators that can signalize the INDENT and DEDENT tokens in the same way
as a Python scanner. To allow for a Haskell-like grammar, we implemented a parser combinator that signalizes if the
new line has the same indentation level as the previous one. To achieve this, we had to extend the PetitParser with a
stack structure that remembers indentation levels.
We are now able to parse Python-like and Haskell-like layout-sensitive grammars. The performance of layout-
insensitive grammars implemented in our extended version of PetitParser framework is comparable to the performance
of the original version of PetitParser.
4.3. Automatic keyword recognition
We are exploring the possibility of automatically inferring keywords in the code base of an unknown programming
language by applying various heuristics. Initially we carried out a study to see how well keywords correlate with basic
metrics such as the number of occurrences of a token and the distribution of tokens in source code.
We measured the precision (P) and recall (R) for Java and C languages with these results: PJava = 0.55, RJava =
0.22, PC = 0.35 and RC = 0.22. We tried to find the top 20 keywords out of 50 (in case of Java) or out of 32 (in case of
C). The precision is defined as number of real keywords found divided by twenty. The recall is defined as number of
real keywords found divided by number of keywords in the language. So far the project is a preliminary phase and the
metrics we used were rather simple. Moreover, the results are negatively affected by the fact that we included strings
and comments in our analysis. We plan to further pursue this line of research by experimenting with other metrics and
heuristics, for example taking into account domain knowledge of programming languages.
5. Conclusion
We are exploring a number of techniques to enable what we called “agile modeling” — the ability to rapidly
construct a model from “unknown” source code to enable various analyses. The central idea is to start with an
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imprecise, coarse parser to enable simple analyses, and then iteratively and incrementally refine this parser to obtain
more finely-grained models.
So far we have focused on setting up the infrastructure for our agile modeling research. We have added support
for island parsing and layout-sensitive grammars into the PetitParser framework.
We plan to explore the construction of island grammars from “reusable” and configurable building blocks for
common languages constructs (such as method declarations, class declarations etc.). Last but not least, the basic
island building blocks could be used in a genetic algorithm that tries to infer a grammar for an unknown language.
In the keyword recognition effort, we have also started to explore approaches not based on parsing technologies.
We plan to use more advanced heuristics in the keyword recognition project to achieve better precision and recall.
Furthermore, we plan to exploit indentation to recognize constructs such as methods, classes and blocks.
As the project advances, we also intend to explore ways of exploiting expert knowledge. We envisage an environ-
ment in which model importers are semi-automatically constructed using a cocktail of different techniques (compos-
able island parsers, heuristics, data mining, genetic algorithms), and applied to a large code base. The environment
then asks the developer to intervene only to provide missing information (e.g., how do language constructs map to
model elements), or to check whether inferred rules are correct (e.g., identification of keywords, annotations, and
other language constructs). Although our initial experiments have been encouraging, we are still a very long way
from reaching this goal.
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